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1. Introduction

Gallium oxide (Ga2O3) is an ultra wide-bandgap semiconductor
currently undergoing a rapid technological maturation for uses
within high-power electronics and optical devices. The thermo-
dynamically stable monoclinic (β-) and the metastable corundum

(α-) polymorphs have bandgaps of
(Eg≈ 4.8 eV)[1] and (≈5.1–5.3 eV),[2] respec-
tively. These bandgaps allow these materials
to operate as photodetectors within the UV-C
energy range making them prime candidates
for future solar-blind photodetectors to be
used within missile detection and guid-
ance,[3] flame detection,[4] the monitoring
of ozone layer damage,[5] and modern non-
line of sight UV communication systems[6,7]

including underwater communication.[8]

The large breakdown field of the material
(≈8MeV cm�1) also makes the material suit-
able for high-power electronics and energy
transmission[9,10]

Other ultra wide-gap semiconductor
materials such as III-nitrides (e.g., AlGaN)
have been shown to be capable of producing
acceptable photodetectors.[11,12] However,
Ga2O3-based detectors benefit from ultra
high responsivity[13] with the added advan-

tage of the availability of large area, single crystal Ga2O3 substrates,
allowing the growth of near lattice-matched epilayers. β-Ga2O3 also
possesses a higher breakdown voltage than GaN, due to the larger
bandgap, making it more desirable for high-power applications.

A key benefit of using III-nitride materials is the ability to tune
the material bandgap by producing ternary alloys with a
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Electron beam techniques have been used to analyze the impact of substrate
choice and growth parameters on the compositional and optical properties of tin
gallium oxide [(SnxGa1�x)2O3] thin films grown by plasma-assisted molecular
beam epitaxy. Sn incorporation and film quality are found to be highly dependent
on growth temperature and substrate material (silicon, sapphire, and bulk
Ga2O3) with alloy concentrations varying up to an x value of 0.11. Room tem-
perature cathodoluminescence spectra show the Sn alloying suppressing UV
(3.3–3.0 eV), enhancing blue (2.8–2.4 eV), and generating green (2.4–2.0 eV)
emission, indicative of the introduction of a high density of gallium vacancies
(VGa) and subsequent VGa–Sn complexes. This behavior was further analyzed by
mapping composition and luminescence across a cross section. Compared to
Ga2O3, the spectral bands show a clear redshift due to bandgap reduction,
confirmed by optical transmission measurements. The results show promise that
the bandgap of gallium oxide can successfully be reduced through Sn alloying
and used for bandgap engineering within UV optoelectronic devices.
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compositional-dependant bandgap, thereby opening the path to
heterostructures and bandgap engineering. The same principle
can be applied to Ga2O3, alloying with Al2O3 to increase the
bandgap or In2O3 to decrease it.[14] Films of high-quality
Ga2O3 and subsequent ternary alloys [e.g., aluminum
gallium oxide (AGO) and indium gallium oxide (IGO)] have pre-
viously been grown on a range of substrates through a variety of
growth techniques.[14–18] IGO films have been grown over a large
range of In/Ga compositions using pulsed laser deposition
(PLD), reducing the bandgap by up to 1 eV.[14] As the In/Ga ratio
is increased above ≈0.3, the IGO begins to form a mixed crys-
tallographic state (monoclinic–hexagonal–cubic) with a high
defect concentration and poor crystal quality, impacting the
device capabilities of these materials, and it is therefore impor-
tant to investigate alternative alloys. Rather than alloying with
In2O3, we have taken the alternative approach of alloying with
tin oxide (SnO2 Eg≈ 3.6 eV), forming a tin-gallium oxide
(TGO, (SnxGa1�x)2O3) alloy with the aim of producing a tunable
lower bandgap material compatible with Ga2O3.

Sn has been commonly used as a dopant in β-Ga2O3 to pro-
duce n-type conductivity within the material,[19] but little is
known about material properties when the Sn content is
increased to alloying levels. Here we present a study character-
izing the optical and compositional properties of a series of TGO
thin films grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) on various substrates, namely (010) and (-201) bulk
Sn-doped Ga2O3 produced by edge-defined film-fed growth
(EFG),[20] (0001) sapphire, and (111) silicon. TGO films have pre-
viously been grown using the sol–gel process[21] and atomic layer
deposition[22] over a large composition range; however, both
growth techniques result in limited crystal quality. Their optical
transmission spectroscopy measurements indicate a bandgap
reduction of ≈0.5–0.6 eV with Sn contents of x≈ 0.2–0.25, where
x indicates the Sn content in the formula (SnxGa1�x)2O3.
Ref.[23] showed that PLD from a sintered mixture of Ga2O3

and SnO2 can be used to produce TGO photodetectors
(x= 0.1) with significantly increased photocurrent and enhanced
responsivity compared to a Ga2O3-based device and show similar
redshifts in the optical bandgap of ≈0.1 and 0.45 eV for Sn con-
tents of x= 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. CVD has been shown to be
capable of growing TGO films displaying similar device charac-
teristics as PLD-grown material.[24] Here we report on investiga-
tions of the compositional and luminescence of a range of
MBE-grown TGO films, with their device properties reported
elsewhere.[13,25–27] The key objective of this work is to show
how different substrates with similar growth settings differ in
terms of composition and growth rate. It is preferable to grow
an alloy of Ga2O3 on its native substrate. Therefore, we have cho-
sen the two most commonly used orientations of Ga2O3, that is,
(-201), and (010). However, Ga2O3 substrates are expensive,
which motivates the heteroepitaxial growth of TGO on more
cost-effective Si and sapphire. Si substrates offer the advantage
of facilitating monolithic integration with Si electronics expand-
ing the potential applications of TGO films and sapphire sub-
strates were selected based on the successful achievement of
high-quality Ga2O3 films on this substrate material.

We have analyzed multiple TGO samples using the electron
microscopy techniques of wavelength dispersive X-ray (WDX)
spectroscopy and cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy/

imaging. TheWDX determines the elemental composition allow-
ing us to investigate how variations in the growth conditions
impact the extent of Sn incorporation, and the CL data give
details of the optical properties measured at the same micron-
scale regions.

2. Experimental Section

TGO epilayers were grown using plasma-assisted MBE on (010)
and (-201) bulk single crystal Ga2O3, (0001) sapphire, and (111)
silicon. Knudsen effusion cells acted as the tin and gallium sour-
ces, whereas oxygen was supplied by an SVT Associates plasma
source. Surface contamination was removed from the substrate
prior to the growth stage through high-temperature annealing
(780–800 °C) and through etching with dilute HF followed by
rinsing with de-ionized water. A thin Ga2O3 nucleation layer
was used in all sapphire substrate samples and one Si sample,
as identified with a (*) in Table 1. The Ga2O3 nucleation layer was
grown at a low temperature (500 °C) with a growth time of 5min,
oxygen flow rate of 1.6 SCCM, and plasma power of 300W. The
TGO films were then grown at 600 °C for the Si (010) and (-201)
Ga2O3 substrates, while a reduced temperature of 500 °C was
used for the sapphire substrate (to match the growth temperature
of the nucleation layer required to improve sample quality).
A standard oxygen flow rate and plasma power of 2.5 sccm
and 300W were used for all samples with the amount of Sn
and Ga available during the growth varied by altering the effusion
cell temperature. The growth parameters and compositional
details of each sample are given in Table 1. The thickness of
the films on the various substrates varied between 0.125 and
1.25 μm. (see Table 1). The growth rates for the TGO films
(see Table 1) vary considerably for the different substrates.
The low growth rate for the samples on sapphire is largely
due to the reduced growth temperature, but there is still a dou-
bling of growth rate for the layers on Si compared to those on
(010) Ga2O3. The rate is clearly impacted by the strain and crystal
orientation of the growing layer as well as the flux rates, substrate
temperature, and source temperatures. Cross-sectional second-
ary electron (SE) imaging was performed to confirm the TGO
film thicknesses. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed using
a PANalytical X’Pert Cu-kα1 beam (λ= 1.5405 Å).

The WDX and CL measurements were performed on a JEOL
JXA-8530 F electron probe microanalyser (EPMA). A 40 nA beam
current and 10 μm spot size were used for all WDX measure-
ments. The differences in film thicknesses (Table 1) merited
the use of different beam voltages, in order to maximize the
Sn X-ray emission. CASINOMonte Carlo simulations[28] indicate
that using 6 kV for β-Ga2O3 (ρ= 5.88 g cm�3) results in 90% of
the beam energy being deposited within a depth of <175 nm.
This was therefore a suitable beam voltage to contain excitation
in the TGO film for most samples; however, a reduced beam volt-
age of 5 kV was required for the sapphire substrate samples (90%
of the beam energy deposited within <125 nm). Note that the
alloying with Sn increases the film density from 5.88 g cm�3

toward the SnO2 density (ρ≈ 6.95 g cm�3), although only slightly
(ρ≈ 6–6.2 g cm�3) for the moderate levels of Sn alloying
(x< 0.11). Therefore, by performing the calculation for Ga2O3,
we slightly underestimate the real density of the film, and
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overestimate the size of the interaction volume, ensuring X-ray
generation remained only within the TGO film.

X-ray counting times of 60 s (peak)/30 s (backgrounds) were
used for all measurements. The k-ratios used to determine the
material compositions were calculated using the following stand-
ards: cassiterite (SnO2) for Sn and unintentionally doped bulk
Ga2O3 for Ga and O. A thallium acid phthalate (TAP) crystal
was used for the Ga Lα and Sn Lα X-rays, while a synthetic layered
pseudo-crystal was required for the O Kα X-rays.

[29] For each sam-
ple, multiple measurement points (minimum of 9 per sample)
were taken with 0.25–0.5 mm spacing and averaged to determine
the material composition. The random error from these meas-
urements was found to be negligible (<0.1%). There is also a
systematic uncertainty, estimated to be about 2%,[30] due to mul-
tiple factors such as differences between the cassiterite standard
and the TGO film, differences in surface contamination (espe-
cially impacting low energy measurements), and less well-known
matrix corrections for non Kα X-rays.

RT CL spectra were acquired using a focussed electron beam
with the same beam conditions as the WDX measurements.[31]

The CL signal was collected using a built-in reflecting objective,
focused into an optical fibre with 105 μm optical diameter which
was then coupled into an Andor Shamrock 163 spectrometer
with a focal length of 163mm. The dispersed light was then
detected using an Andor 1600-channel electron-multiplying
charge-coupled device. The spectrometer used for these meas-
urements was equipped with a 300 lines mm�1 grating blazed
at 500 nm. All CL measurements within this manuscript are cor-
rected for system response, which drops off in the UV.

3. Results and Discussion

The structural properties of the grown films were investigated
using X-Ray diffraction (XRD). Detailed analysis of the XRD data
is given elsewhere.[13,25-27] Here we show a representative XRD
plot (see Figure 1) for a TGO sample grown on Si (x= 2.23%),

sapphire (x= 11.14%), (010) Ga2O3 substrate (x= 0.25%), and
(-201) Ga2O3 substrate (x= 2.42%), albeit that it is not possible
to have the same Sn content in each case. The pan-analytical XRD
database[32] is used to index the XRD peaks. As there is a limited
XRD database for TGO, we were able to compare our results only
to the Ga4SnO8 phase (pdf card no 00-041-0240). The TGO epi-
layers grown on the (-201) Ga2O3 substrate show two peaks at
≈30.28° and ≈44.37°, assigned to (-403) and (-604) planes of
TGO, whereas the films grown on (010) Ga2O3 substrate show
additional peaks at ≈54.50°, ≈59.15°, and ≈60.91°. These peaks
appear to correspond to the (203), (-603), and (020) planes of the
Ga2O3 substrate. Considering the slightly broader nature of the
additional peak at ≈51.10°, it is less likely to be from the Ga2O3

Figure 1. Representative XRD plots for TGO films grown on different sub-
strates. TGO grown on (010) Ga2O3 substrate (x= 0.2%, black trace),
(-201) Ga2O3 substrate (x= 2.4%, green trace), Si (x= 2.2%, purple trace),
and sapphire (x= 11.1%, red trace). Detailed analysis of the XRD data is
given elsewhere.[13,25–27]

Table 1. Summary of growth conditions, sample properties, and WDX compositional results for all TGO samples. Samples featuring a Ga2O3 nucleation
layer are identified with a (*).

Substrate TGrowth [°C] TGa [°C] TSn [°C] Approx. film thickness [μm] Growth rate [nm h�1] WDX Total wt% x [%]

(010)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 1000 690 0.25 80–90 101.2 0.2

(010)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 1000 750 100.2 5.6

(010)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 1000 660 101.8 0.2

(010)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 1000 780 101.6 6.1

(-201)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 980 830 0.50 120 100.8 2.7

(-201)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 980 800 100.8 2.6

(-201)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 980 800 101.1 2.4

(-201)-Sn doped Ga2O3 600 1000 835 101.8 2.1

(111) Si n-type 600 1000 810 1.25 180 97.3 2.2

(111) Si n-type* 600 1000 795 102.7 2.1

(0001) Sapphire* 500 900 730 0.125 25–35 95.9 10.8

(0001) Sapphire* 500 900 750 98.6 11.0

(0001) Sapphire* 500 900 800 97.4 11.1
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substrate but likely to be from the TGO film. However, we could
not index this peak to the available XRD database.

It is worth noting that the peak position of the (200) plane of
TGO is close to the (-201) plane of β-Ga2O3. Previous reports on
MBE growth of Ga2O3 (x= 0%) on sapphire substrate[33] have
shown that the XRD peak at ≈19° is from the (-201) plane of
β-Ga2O3; in our case, this peak becomes broader and weaker on
increasing the Sn content (e.g., see the red trace in Figure 1 for
x= 11.4 %). This peak broadening can be attributed to reduced
crystal quality of the TGO films or the formation of (200) planes
of TGO overlapping with the (-201) plane of β-Ga2O3. The peak at
≈38° which matches the position of the (-402) peak of the β-phase
Ga2O3 also overlaps that of the (0006) peak of α phase and the (004)
peak of κ phase Ga2O3.

[34] The lack of appreciable peak broadening
for this peak suggests the presence of another crystal phase in the
TGO on sapphire samples with x> 10%, most likely the α phase.
Oshima et al.[35] have demonstrated that the MBE growth temper-
atures below 800 °C on sapphire can result in the formation
of α-phase Ga2O3 along with the β phase, with further lowering
of the growth temperature increasing the fraction of the α-phase.

The TGO film grown on a Si substrate shows a polycrystalline
nature due to the large lattice and thermal mismatch between the
thin film and the Si substrate. Several peaks were seen, and the
most prominent were noted to be (200), (-403), (400), and (-115)
planes of TGO.[27] Previous literature studies of Ga2O3 thin films
and nanostructures grown on Si substrates[36,37] have shown the
(-201) and (-402) planes of β-Ga2O3 which are close to the (200)
and (400) planes of TGO as shown in this work (see the purple
trace in Figure 1). Currently, we could not obtain any direct cor-
relation of the preferred crystal orientations of TGO on Si.
However, growing on engineered Si substrates and employing
optimized buffer layers may well produce TGO films of preferred
crystal orientations.[38] Notably, there was no sign of any XRD
peaks that correspond to SnO or SnO2 phases in all our samples
(typically around 24°).

Figure 2 shows an example SE image of the surface of a TGO
film for each substrate showing the surface morphology and crys-
tal quality. A fully coalesced TGO film was found for both types of
Ga2O3 substrate and for the sapphire substrate, as shown in
Figure 2a–c. As expected, for the phase pure Ga2O3 epilayer
(x= 0), the (-201) orientation to the sapphire substrate is prefer-
ential since the oxygen atomic arrangement for the (-201) plane
for β-Ga2O3 aligns with that of the c-plane sapphire substrate.[19]

Therefore, it is unsurprising that 2(b) and 2(c) have the best sur-
face/crystal quality, with 2(a) producing a rough(er) film due to
growth along a nonpreferential orientation. Earlier studies[34]

have shown that a tin-enriched surface layer may act as a surfac-
tant aiding the growth of the κ phase. Kracht et al.[39] demon-
strated that Sn’s presence could help attain a metal-rich
growth regime in MBE and aid in stabilizing the ε phase of
Ga2O3. In our TGO samples, the growth conditions differ from
those of refs. [34,39]. Nonetheless, our XRD results indicate
the presence of other phases for high Sn-containing samples
on sapphire; further work is required to classify their types
unambiguously.

The TGO film grown directly upon Si exhibits poor morphol-
ogy featuring voids surrounding large flake-like structures com-
posing the film, as shown in Figure 2d. The inclusion of the
Ga2O3 buffer layer reduces the occurrence of these voids and
the flake structures coalesce into a more complete TGO layer,
as shown in Figure 2e.

The impact of the Ga2O3 buffer layer on the formation of these
voids has been confirmed through cross-sectional SE imaging
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows a cross section of the
TGO/Si film where a large amount of deep voids are present,
and Figure 3b, however, shows the formation of a more coalesced
TGO film with fewer voids. The voids in Figure 2d pose an issue
for the quantification of the TGO composition. These voids may
extend to the Si substrate, forming empty channels that allow
electron propagation deep within the film and could result in

Figure 2. Secondary electron images of TGO samples. a) TGO/(010) Ga2O3 (x= 5.6%), b) TGO/(-201) Ga2O3 (x= 2.7%), c) TGO/(0001) Sapphire
(x= 11.0%), d) TGO/(111) Si (x= 2.2%) and e) TGO/Ga2O3/(111) Si (x= 2.1%).
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X-ray generation within the Si substrate. The average weight total
percentage (wt%) calculated by the WDX measurements (see
Table 1) indicates this has had a minimal effect on our compo-
sition calculations. The wt%’s for our measurements are all close
to 100% providing a high level of confidence in the elemental
compositions determined by WDX analysis. The low wt% for
the (0001)-sapphire substrate samples is likely due to moderate
sample charging caused by the insulating nature of the substrate.

Figure 4 plots the sample composition determined by WDX
against the ratio of the Sn and Ga cell temperatures during
the growth process. First, the reduced substrate temperature for
the sapphire substrate samples (500 °C, green inverted triangular
data points) compared to the other substrates (600 °C) results in
significantly higher Sn incorporation. In the case of Ga2O3:Sn
grown by MBE, it has been shown that there is an increase in
carrier concentration for crystals grown at lower substrate tem-
peratures (540 °C) compared to higher temperature growth
(600 °C).[40] While this behavior is seen for much lower Sn con-
centrations than in our TGO films, this could indicate there is a
preferential substrate temperature of ≈500 °C or less to maxi-
mize Sn incorporation within Ga2O3. However, growth of

Ga2O3 films at lower growth temperature brings additional com-
plications such as poorer crystal and surface quality[41,42] and the
formation of other polymorphs.[35]

Similar Sn incorporation was found for the (-201) Ga2O3 (red
circles) and (111) Si (filled blue triangles) substrate samples
which share similar growth conditions (see Table 1), but it is
noteworthy that there is a much larger level of Sn incorporation
for samples with (010) Ga2O3 substrates (black squares) than
(-201) ones for lower TSn/TGa ratios. A similar trend has been
seen for other more widely studied Ga2O3 alloys: for AGO films
grown by MBE on (-201) and (010) Ga2O3 substrates there was a
roughly 50% uptake of Al for films grown on (-201) Ga2O3 com-
pared to (010) when grown under the same conditions.[43] The
β-Ga2O3 crystal structure features two types of Ga sites, octahe-
dral (GaII) and tetrahedral (GaI) which are alternatively exposed
in the (-201) growth direction, unlike the (010) direction which
features octahedral-only stacking. It has been found that Al has a
preference to substitute into the octahedral site, only integrating
within the preferred site for (-201) growth.[16,43,44] If Sn was to
show a similar preference, there would be a greater Sn incorpo-
ration for TGO films on (010) Ga2O3 substrates compared to
(-201), as seen here. The greater size of the Sn atoms compared
to Ga makes the octahedral sites preferential for Sn incorporation
within bulk Ga2O3 due to the similarity of the GaII–O (octahedral
Ga site) bond length in Ga2O3 (2.02 Å) to Sn–O in SnO2 (2.2 Å)
hence increasing the incorporation for the (010) Ga2O3 substrate.

[45]

Tetravalent Sn donors (Sn4þ) in the GaII site tend to generate
gallium vacancies to satisfy charge neutrality in the crystal lattice.
Our previous work[13] pointed to Sn incorporation into the Ga2O3

crystal lattice generating gallium vacancies (VGa), with theoretical
support from first principle calculations. While the work of
Mi et al.[46] shows an increase in conductivity for increasing Sn
content, we did not observe any clear correlation between Sn
incorporation and conductivity from I–V characteristics of deep
UV photodetectors fabricated from TGO on (-201) Ga2O3 sub-
strates.[13] We will also describe observation of clear Sn-VGa-
related emissions in the CL spectroscopy. We conclude it is likely
that the Sn is in the tetravalent form (at least in our samples).

There appears to be a correlation between the Sn uptake and
film thickness with the thinnest films displaying the largest alloy
concentration (see Table 1); however, we believe the two are unre-
lated. We would expect a Sn composition gradient to be seen if
this was the case, with the largest Sn concentration at the

Figure 3. Cross-sectional SE images of TGO samples: a) TGO/(111) Si (x= 2.2%) and b) TGO/Ga2O3/(111) Si (x= 2.1%).

Figure 4. (SnxGa1�x)2O3 composition determined by WDX plotted against
the temperature ratio of the Sn and Ga effusion cells during the growth
process. The different symbols distinguish the different substrates.
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substrate interface which would gradually reduce as the film
thickness is increased. Cross-sectional WDX mapping reveals
this not to be the case as the TGO films have a near-uniform
Sn profile (see below).

Figure 5 shows the raw and normalized cathodoluminescence
spectra obtained from a selection of the TGO films. The sapphire
substrate samples showed weak CL and are excluded from this
figure. For these samples, the combination of the reduced beam
energy and the magnified Sn composition contribute to the
quenching of the luminescence (explained in more detail later).
Plan-view CL point measurements for the TGO/Si, and
TGO/Ga2O3/Si films were heavily influenced by Fabry–Perot
interference fringes, resulting in complex multi-peak CL spectra.
Therefore, the spectra from these samples were extracted from
cross-section maps.

The samples on Ga2O3 substrates show three main lumines-
cence bands, as typically seen for Ga2O3 luminescence: UV
(3.3 eV), blue (2.8 eV), and green (2.4 eV)[47,48] with all three
bands being visible for the TGO films in Figure 5. UV emission
in Ga2O3 is attributed to the recombination of free electrons with
self-trapped holes (STHs), an intrinsic defect of β-Ga2O3 due to
the non-fully bonding of oxygen on one of the three distinct
oxygen-binding sites in the β-Ga2O3 crystal.[49] Blue emission
is generally attributed to donor–acceptor pair recombination
(DAP) with the oxygen vacancies (VO) being the donors and gal-
lium vacancies (VGa) acting as the acceptors.

[48] The source of the
green emission is not as well established as the UV and blue but
has been attributed to DAP recombination involving extrinsic
point defects such as Sn, Si, and Be.[50,51]

In Figure 5a, there is a clear decrease in the overall lumines-
cence intensity of the thin films as the level of Sn alloying level is
increased, with the greatest intensity being for the TGO/(010)
Ga2O3 (x= 0.2%) sample and weakest for the x= 5.6%
TGO/(010) Ga2O3 sample. The gradual decrease in intensity with
increasing Sn concentration implies that structural dislocations
or defect levels lying within the bandgap, either directly from the

incorporation of Sn or induced through the alloying, have
increased the number of nonradiative recombination pathways
present within the semiconductor. Also accompanying the
decrease in overall intensity is a modulation of the peak intensi-
ties for the three aforementioned spectral bands, this is more
clearly seen in the normalized CL data in Figure 5b. Initial obser-
vations from Figure 5b show that for TGO films the peak lumi-
nescence occurs within the blue spectral region compared to the
UV for Ga2O3. The quenching of the UV luminescence within
the TGO films implies that DAP recombination is now the domi-
nant recombination mechanism. The enhancement of the blue
emission suggests the increased presence of VGa induced by the
Sn alloying. The green emission is solely found within the TGO
films, indicating that this emission is related to the addition of
Sn, potentially through vacancy complexes involving Sn or the
greater VGa density induced through alloying. Hybrid functional
calculations have identified that the formation of Sn-based defects
within β-Ga2O3 result in optical transitions between free electrons
and VGa and VGa–Sn complexes which have emission energies
within these spectral ranges.[13] Specifically, free electron recombi-
nation with a hole located on the V ib

Ga or V ic
Ga interstitial Ga sites

results in emission energies of 2.69 and 2.56 eV making them pos-
sible candidates for the blue emission (there are five distinct inter-
stitial sites in the β-Ga2O3 crystal;V ib

Ga andV
ic
Ga correspond to two of

these sites[52]). Mechanisms responsible for the green emission
may be the recombination of free electrons with holes trapped
within the VGaðIIÞ (octahedral Ga vacancy) or the VGaðIIÞþ3Sn com-
plex with emission energies of 2.16 and 2.23 eV, respectively.[13] We
are confident in the results from these calculations, but there may
be other possible explanations for the green emission such as: STH
emission occurring from STHs within SnO2, with an emission
energy calculated to be 2.27 eV;[53] transitions involving oxygen
interstitials (Oi)

[54,55] with the Oi density greatly increased through
the Sn alloying or by transitions directly involving the Sn atoms.[56]

For the level of alloying in the relevant samples, we would expect Sn
to directly substitute for Ga in the Ga2O3 lattice avoiding the

Figure 5. Example a) raw and b) normalized CL spectra obtained from TGO films on various substrates: TGO/(010) Ga2O3 with high and low Sn content,
TGO/Si, TGO/Ga2O3/Si, TGO/(-201) Ga2O3 and a (-201) Ga2O3 bulk single crystal. Shading shows the approximate energy of the three spectral bands
mentioned in the text.
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formation of SnO2. This STH emission from thatmaterial would be
an unlikely explanation for green emission in our TGO films. The
green luminescence in other wide bandgap oxide semiconductors
such as ZnO has also been attributed to cation vacancy defect tran-
sitions, such as VZn, agreeing with the conclusions here but as
stated, similarly to Ga2O3 there may be multiple sources/factors
for this luminescence.[57,58] Trace elementWDX scans did not iden-
tify any bulk impurity elements that may be responsible for the
observed emission.

To further correlate the optical behavior with the incorporation
of Sn, we have performed combinedWDX and CL cross-sectional
mapping with both signals simultaneously acquired in one scan.
A CL hyperspectral image was collected, and “peak intensity” CL
maps were extracted from this dataset by integrating over
selected wavelength bands. Figure 6 shows the results from
the mapping measurements on the TGO/Ga2O3/Si sample with
Sn= 2.1%. The thin Ga2O3 buffer layer was added to improve
the surface quality of the sample. The buffer layer was found to
have a minimal effect on the Sn incorporation rate.[27] Figure 6a
shows a WDX map recording the Sn Lα X-ray counts, and
Figure 6b–d shows the CL maps for the three main spectral
bands mentioned previously; b) UV [3.3–3.0 eV], c) blue

[2.8–2.4 eV], and d) green [2.4–2.0 eV]. Broad energy ranges
are used to account for the redshifting of the peak energies with
respect to Ga2O3. The three sections of the material are marked
above Figure 6b; 1) 2.1% TGO, 2) Ga2O3 buffer, and 3) Si. First,
it can be seen in Figure 6a that the Sn X-ray counts are exclusive
to a thin film (≈1.25 μm) corresponding to the region (1) in
Figure 6b. The Ga2O3 buffer layer [region (2)] cannot be seen
in 6(a), but is clearly seen in 6(b) and (c) where the light-emitting
cross section is noticeably thicker than in 6(a). CL intensity var-
iations between the two layers also help identify the distinct
regions of the cross section. The Si substrate is present in the
region (3) but is not highlighted by the signals used in this figure.
The UV emission shown in 6(b) can be separated into two dis-
tinct zones: a bright UV peak in the Ga2O3 buffer layer (2� 104

counts) and a diminished emission within the TGO film (1� 104

counts). Figure 6c shows the inverse of (b) with the brightest blue
emission occurring in the TGO layer (2� 104 counts), while the
Ga2O3 displays a reduced intensity (0.5� 104 counts). This rein-
forces the observation that the UV quenching and blue enhance-
ment seen in Figure 5 are due to the Sn alloying. The green
emission seen within the TGO films is shown to be all but elim-
inated within the Ga2O3 buffer layer, as shown in 6(d).

Figure 6. Cross-sectional joint WDX and CLmaps taken of a TGO/Ga2O3/Si sample (Sn= 2.1%). a) Sn Lα X-ray counts, b–d) peak intensity maps of three
spectral regions, specifically b) UV [3.3–3.0 eV], c) blue [2.8–2.4 eV], and d) green [2.4–2.0 eV]. x- and y-axes correspond to the spatial distance over which
the cross-sectional map was aquired. Vacuum and substrate side of the cross-section are marked with “Vac” and “Si sub” respectively.
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The observation that the green emission is confined to the TGO
film agrees with published studies stating that green emission
was only present in Ga2O3 films containing impurities such
as Sn[50] and reinforces our claim that the green emission
originates from DAP recombination involving holes trapped at
Sn-induced gallium vacancies, VGa, or free electron recombina-
tion involving VGa–Sn complexes.

As well as the shift in the most intense luminescence fromUV
to blue with the addition of Sn, there is also a shift of the peak
wavelength of the three main spectral bands mentioned above. A
deconvolution was performed by fitting to three Gaussian peaks,
constraining the peak energies to be within extended energy
ranges corresponding to the three observable luminescence
peaks, UV [3.4–2.9 eV], (c) blue [2.9–2.4 eV], and (d) green
[2.5–1.9 eV]. Figure 7 plots the deconvolved peak energies for
the UV, blue, and green luminescence peaks against the Sn con-
tent determined by WDX. Within each band, there is a clear red-
shifting of the peak, with an Sn content of ≈6% inducing a

redshift of ≈0.3–0.4 eV for the blue (Figure 7b) and green
(Figure 7c) compared to the x= 0.2% TGO sample. The shift in
UV luminescence, plotted in Figure 7a, is nonlinear with lower
Sn contents (≈2%) inducing an approximate redshift of
0.3–0.4 eV and no further shift for further Sn incorporation
(≳6%). This nonlinear shift for the UV band could be due to
interfering UV emission from an underlying Ga2O3 layer (either
a buffer layer or the Ga2O3 substrates). The two sources of UV
emission may overlap within the CL spectra and cannot be indi-
vidually deconvolved so the UV peak energy would then be taken
from the broadened UV peak and may not identify the “true”
redshifted TGO UV emission.

The mechanism causing the redshift of these emission bands
cannot be determined with certainty, but multiple factors may be
responsible. The reduction of the semiconductor bandgap due to
the Sn alloying is the most probable reason for this shift.[59] The
formation of non-β-TGO films is also possible but could not be
confirmed using the analytical methods detailed here. Strain is

Figure 7. Energy of peak emission, determined from the CL, against Sn content for the three main luminescence bands of Ga2O3: a) UV, b) blue, and
c) green. The lines are guides for the eye.
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also likely to affect this redshift with a different contribution
expected for each substrate. To confirm the shift in bandgap,
we have performed optical transmission measurements on the
sapphire substrate samples. Figure 8 plots (-ln(transmittance))2

as a function of energy for the three TGO/sapphire samples
and a Ga2O3/sapphire reference sample. The reference sample
was grown by metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy and has a
nominal thickness of 700 nm. The plots are normalized and
no account is taken for the reflectivity since different areas of
metallization meant that the transmitting area and reflectivity
could not be consistent between different samples.

As expected, there is a redshift observed for all three TGO
samples compared to a Ga2O3 reference sample. Due to the sim-
ilarity in Sn content for the TGO samples, there is little differ-
ence in the spectra produced from each. The onset of absorption
of these samples has been estimated from the slope of the
(-ln(transmittance))2 edge, taking the value to be where the slope
intersects the x-axis. This results in an onset of absorption of
4.49 eV for the x= 10.8% and x= 11.1% TGO samples, 4.47 eV
for x= 11.0%, and 4.82 eV for the Ga2O3 reference (x= 0%).
This corresponds to a shift of �0.33 and �0.35 eV, respectively,
compared to the 0% sample, with the onset of absorption
reduced due to the Sn alloying in all cases. The shifts here
are greater than that expected for this level of Sn alloying[23]

but are comparable to the redshifts observed for the three CL
luminescence bands. Despite the greater Sn content of the
TGO/sapphire samples, the comparable magnitude of the
absorption shift and CL peak redshifts in Figure 7 reinforces that
bandgap reduction is the most probable reason for the observed
shift. The unknown impact of strain and band bowing may
explain why similar energy shifts are observed despite the differ-
ences in Sn content. As previously mentioned, XRD measure-
ments performed on these samples indicate the possibility
that α- or κ- phase material is beginning to form with the larger
bandgap of both α-Ga2O3 and κ-Ga2O3 also complicating the
interpretation of the shift in the onset of absorption.

4. Conclusion

Here we have characterized a series of MBE-grown Ga2O3 thin
films grown on various substrates. WDX compositional measure-
ments indicate a moderate level of Sn alloying, up to x≈ 0.11,
with growth temperature and substate choice greatly impacting
Sn incorporation. Optical properties were determined through
RT cathodoluminescence spectroscopy, indicating there is
reduced UV and strong blue luminescence within the layers
as gallium vacancies are induced within the film. The formation
of VGa–Sn complexes with these vacancies results in the onset of
a green spectral band unseen with Ga2O3. Optical behavior was
further characterized through simultaneous WDX and CL
cross-sectional mapping. A clear redshift of the three distinct
spectral luminescence bands was found with shifts of ≈0.3 eV
for UV, blue, and green (for x≈ 0.06) as a result of the
reduced bandgap. While the CL intensities and peak positions
vary for the TGO samples grown on different substrates, the
trend of peak shifting for UV, blue, and green emissions is
similar for all the TGO samples immaterial of the substrate type.
Nonetheless, our CL result shows that as the Sn content
increased from x= 0.2% to 5.6%, the density of Sn-related
defects increased for the TGO samples grown on (010) oriented
Ga2O3 substrate. On the other hand, the CL emission is very
similar for TGO with Sn content of x= 2.6% grown on (-201)
Ga2O3 substrate and the higher Sn content sample on (010)
Ga2O3, implying that the (-201) substrate is less preferable
for increasing Sn content, while VGa-related defects remain with
similar quantity. This result is confirmed by previous
studies[13,25] focussing on deep UV photodetectors which
showed higher dark currents for similar Sn content TGO films
on (-201) substrates compared to (010) substrates. A bandgap
reduction as a result of the alloying was confirmed by a shift
in the onset of absorption through transmission spectroscopy
measurements.
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